Abstract: , China underwent three trade policy reviews from the WTO. This article first outlines the three reviews, mainly focusing on 5 aspects: transparency, main adjustment of the trade law, foreign investment system, intellectual property, standards and other technical requirements involved in the reviews. Second is a discussion about Chinese capacity building in making and adjusting trade policy during different stages. And next is an analysis of the influence of WTO's trade policy review mechanism on China based on the discussion.
laws, regulations and special measures. 3 
B. Major Trade Law Adjustments
After China's accession to WTO, a lot of trade laws and regulations have been made within 10 years, and the existing laws and regulations have been adjusted to the WTO's rules. Although bulk of the adjustments were made in the first several years, but the work hasn't drawn to an end.
In the first review of 2006, the major adjustments in China's laws and regulations from 2001 to 2005 are showed in the following table. 
C. Foreign investment system
In 2004, China absorbed the most FDI among all the developing countries. Most WTO members especially the developed members had huge amount investment in China. To protect their investors' rights, the foreign investment system in China has become a focus in these three reviews. There were two main cores. First was whether Chinese foreign investment laws were consistent with the normative investment rules in WTO. Second was whether Chinese foreign investment market was consistent with its commitments at the beginning.
Before the first review in 2006, China revised the three main foreign investment enterprise laws in order to accord the domestic legal system with the WTO rules. On Oct 31, 2000, Standing Committee of the National People's Congress adopted the revision decision on Law of the People's Republic of China on Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprises. On Mar 15, 2001 NPC adopted the revision decision on Foreign Equity Joint Ventures. On Oct 31, 2000 Standing Committee of the National People's Congress adopted the revision decision on Foreign Contractual Joint Ventures. Followings are main revisions of these laws: The obligation of the foreign-invested enterprises to export all or most of their products was replaced by 'The state encourages establishing foreign-invested enterprises which export their products or have advanced technology. The State may encourage the establishment of foreign capital enterprises that are export-oriented or technologically advanced'; Canceling the rule that supplies like raw materials and fuels should be purchased in China under the same condition, stipulating 'A contractual joint venture may purchase, on both the domestic market and the world market, the raw and processed materials, fuels, etc. within its approved scope of operation.' Instead,canceling the rule that enterprises with foreign capital shall manage to balance their own foreign exchange receipts and payments; replacing the rule that the various kinds of insurance coverage of an equity joint venture shall be furnished by Chinese insurance companies by 'All insurances of joint ventures shall be procured at the insurance companies within the territory of China.'; etc.
Before the first review, China had also revised the foreign investment catalog. Provisions on Foreign Investment Orientation and the Catalog, which was promulgated on Feb 11, 2002 and took effect on Apr 1, 2002, dividing foreign investment projects into 4 categories, namely encouraged, permitted, restricted and prohibited ones. This Catalog was revised again on Jan 1, 2005. Encouraged industries increased from 186 to 262, while restricted industries decreased from 112 to 75. And the new Catalog stipulated that all the industries except encouraged, restricted and prohibited industries belong to permitted industries.
As to the second review, main changes in Chinese foreign investment policies are as follows: 1) The Foreign Enterprise Income Tax Law of the People's Republic of China, which took effect on Jan 1, 2008, unifying the income tax rate of foreign and domestic enterprises to 25%. Before the revision, the rate for the foreign invested enterprises was 15% or 24% but 33% for domestic enterprises. 2) Several laws and regulations related to FDI took effect. Provisions for Takeover of Domestic Enterprise by Foreign Investors, which took effect on Sep 8, 2006 Jan 1, 2009 . The foreign and domestic invested enterprises would be imposed house property tax uniformly from then on. 4) Approval authorities continued to be devolved to the regional governments. Catalog of Government Approved Projects, which was the appendix of State Council's decision on the investment system, stipulated the range and authority of foreign investment projects to be approved explicitly. 5) Commerce Department promoted investments in China through its bureau of investment promotion. Many provinces provided one-stop service for foreign investors and established investment promotion centers. China also promoted investment through approaches such as international investment and trade exchanges, innovative and high technology exchanges and central China investment and trade exposition.
D. Intellectual property
The trade policy review related to intellectual property consists of two parts, legislation and enforcement. Three reviews of China reflected the changes and progress in these two aspects.
In the first review in 2006, the changes in legislation of intellectual property were reflected in the following events. 1) The Patent Law, the Trademark Law and the Copyright Law were revised one after another to adapt to the requirements of WTO's regular. The reformulation of the PRC Patent Law implemented in Jul 1, 2001 mainly involved the following pieces. Identify the "promise marketing" with an infringement form of a patent that should be prohibited. Increase the compulsory licensing of dependent patents, and provide the restrictive conditions granted compulsory licensing strictly. Increase explicit rules about judicial review. It pointed out that patent proposer or inventive patentee could file a legal procedures in the People' s Court if they refused to obey the reexaminations or invalid decisions made by the Patent reexamination board. The reformulation of the PRC Trademark Law implemented in Dec 1, 2001 mainly involved: Foreigners should entrust trademark agency when they apply for trademark, to change primary "nation assign" to "trademark agency by national admission". Enlarge the scope of trademark protection, increase protected objects such as collective trademark, certification mark, threedimension mark and geography mark. Strengthen the protection to well-known trademarks, and make specification with the affirmation to well-known trademarks. Increase priority rules about registered trademark application. More severe penalties and the requirements of the patent changed from the "relatively novel" to "absolutely novel". Patents could only be granted to the inventions, utility models and designs that undisclosed anywhere of the world before; Clear that equally importation of patent was allowed; Modify the content of compulsory licensing to adapt to the changes of WTO rules. 3) The Supreme People's Court and the Supreme People's Procuratorate issued again in 2007 the judicial interpretation on the trial of criminal cases of IPR infringement. Since then, the number of criminal cases of IPR infringement has increased significantly. 4) Launch intellectual property protection hotline "12312" in 50 large and medium sized cities to hear complaints online. 5) The number of cases related to the protection of intellectual property has a significant increase .In 2008, over 24,406 civil cases of intellectual property rights at the first instance were handled by the court, and 23,518 of them were completely resolved. The annual growth was 36.5% and 35.2% respectively. The IPR cases handled by the Customs in 2006 increased from 2,475 in 2006 to 11,135 in 2008. 6) A significant increase in the number of patent applications. In 2008, there were a total of 828,328 patent applications, with an increase of 19.3%, of which, domestic applications increased by 22.2%, foreign applications increased by 3.5%. Foreign applications were mainly inventions (85.7%), while designs (42%) and utility models (31%) dominated the domestic applications. In 2008, there were a total of 411,982 granted patents, with an increase of 17%. 7) The trademark registration cycle is shortened from the previous 36 months to an average of 30 months. In 2008, there were 698,000 applications for registration. Finally 750,000 were approved and registered. , the compulsory product certification system replaced the safety and quality licensing system for imports goods (Managed by the former China Inspection and Quarantine Bureau) as well as mandatory product safety supervision and certification system (Managed by the former China State Quality and Technical Supervision Management). China National Certification and Accreditation Commission (CNCA) under the AQSIQ is responsible for the implementation of Mandatory product Authentication System. According to compulsory product Authentication System, which was put into effect on May 1, 2002, those which were related to the system while without mandatory product certification or certification marks cannot be imported or sold in the market. To obtain the CCC logo, the applicant must submit applications to eleven accreditation and certification bodies. If the product meets the basic requirements of relevant standards, the applicant should also apply for the product testing to one of the 124 accredited testing laboratories (ATL) 
III. The analysis of the impact of Trade Policy Review on China
Trade Policy Review Mechanism is an original mechanism of the WTO. It's a carrier to help realize the effective supervision on domestic trade policy of all the WTO members. The mechanism is different from dispute settlement mechanisms. The panel report or the Appellate Body report of the latter has legal power to enforce. While the reports distributed through the trade policy review are not legally enforceable. However, it is undeniable that the mechanism has a significant impact on the domestic trade policy formulation and implementation for all the members. The three practices of the Trade Policy Review of China confirm this conclusion.
A. The learning process of China's continuously rising level in trade policies. China's changing process in the five key areas related to trade policy ,which were all mentioned in the three Trade Policy Reviews, are sorted in this paper. This process reflects the learning experience and increasing levels of trade policy of a new member China. The discussions are as follows:
Transparency The general description of the transparency problem and the answers to the questions raised by other members during three reviews, indicating the ongoing and improving process of China's policies and regulations on transparency in government administration. In terms of legislation, the development of Legislative Law as well as series supporting laws and regulations ensures legislative process to be open, transparent and with wide public participation. In the aspect of administrative law enforcement, the Administrative Licensing Law, Regulations on Open Government Information and other laws as well as regulations can constrain the government's administrative act while protecting the interests of the administrative counterpart more effectively. China's Foreign Economic and Trade Gazette published regularly with all trade-related laws, regulations and policy measures are included. This action meets the WTO rules on the basic requirements of transparency. Following the WTO's requirements, China reports the domestic subsidy program, TBT and SPS measures. The subsequent trade policy reviews after accession to the WTO produced a strong external thrust on improving the transparency on China. If China did not join the WTO, the achievements of transparency are difficult to achieve.
The adjustments on the main trade laws The decades after China's accession to the WTO saw the biggest changes of China's economic and trade laws and regulations. In the first trade policy review period, the main change is reflected in the amendments to existing laws and regulations under the WTO rules. Including the management of the Basic Law of foreign trade such as the amendments to Foreign Trade Law, the amendments to the three laws of the foreign-invested enterprises and the amendments to the three laws of intellectual property .While the new laws during this period were mainly supporting regulations adjunct to the above laws and regulations. In the second trade policy review period, a number of new basic laws were enacted to normalize business activities, including the Corporation law, Bankruptcy Law, Property Law, Anti-monopoly Law. All these make Chinese legal environment more suitable for the market economy requirements. In the third Trade Policy Review period, China's domestic law remained consistent with WTO rules and was committed to fulfilling the accession commitments, including the Unified Enterprise Income Tax rate, the implementation of opening government information and continuing to modify the Patent Law in order to strengthen the penalties for infringement. In addition, China made a number of service market entering regulations to perform the opening commitments of the services market. As an emerging market economies, China's large-scale amendments on the laws and regulations after the accession to the WTO，not only to fulfill accession commitments, but also to achieve their objectives of economic development.
Foreign investment system In 2000 and 2001, the amendments on the three major laws of foreign-invested enterprises are mainly to change the domestic laws to be consistent with the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects Investment Measures on the prohibition of some investment measures. We fulfilled the basic commitment of China. During the second Trade Policy Review, China passed an amendment to Income Tax Law, achieving a unified income tax rate for domestic and foreign enterprises, improving a number of foreign investment regulations further, and regulating foreign investment behavior with the legal form to make the legal environment for foreign investment more predictable. The amendments on Foreign Investment Industrial Guidance Catalogue were mentioned in the three reviews. There are increasing encouraged projects while decreasing prohibited items with the constant revision of the directory. That indicates China's growing awareness of open and serious action to fulfill accession commitments.
Intellectual property rights The changes in intellectual property legislation after China's accession to the WTO are mainly reflected in the expanding breadth and depth of intellectual property protection: During the first Trade Policy Review, China's three major laws about intellectual property were amended to expand its protection content of patents, trademarks and copyrights as well as fulfilling the national treatment principle in the areas of intellectual property protection. In addition to three main areas of intellectual property protection, which are patents, trademarks and copyrights, China has also strengthened the legislation of integrated circuit layout, computer software and other new intellectual property. During the second Trade Policy Review, China focused on international cooperation in IPR protection and participated in a number of international agreements to protect international agreements. As for the enforcement of intellectual property protection, China ensures all relevant administrative departments great importance attached to the intellectual property protection through the establishment of high-level working group of intellectual property rights. In addition, publishing relevant judicial interpretation also does good to strengthen the judicial review process of the intellectual property protection. Through these actions, the number of types of intellectual property rights registered has a significant growth and the number of cases related to intellectual property protection also increased significantly.
Standards and other technical requirements Since joining the WTO, China's biggest change in standards and technical requirements has been the adjustment of related institutions and legal amendments. Restructuring was used to manage the domestic and foreign products in a unified way in the aspect of quality standards and other technical requirements. It's helpful to fulfill the requirements of WTO national treatment principle. And it's the same aim with the amendments on Import and Export Commodity Inspection Law and Product Quality Law. The newly established Certification and Accreditation is a certification and accreditation for regulating the domestic conduct, implementing standardized management to the relevant agencies and advocating the acceptations of international certification as much as possible. China's consistent rate of national standards with international standards is still very low, but it has improved from 32% to 46% through the efforts dating back to the first review, indicating China's development and improvement in this aspect. With the three reviews, we see China's increasing emphasis on product quality and food safety issues such as mandatory certification management on listed products in the catalog, the establishment of the State Food and Drug Administration to enhance the quality of the food and drug supervision.
B. The impact of the trade policy review mechanism.
Through the analysis to the three practices of China's Trade Policy Review, the impact of trade policy review to the members can be summarized as:
a) The transparency of trade policies and regulations has been improved.
During the Trade Policy Review, the reviewed members of the WTO needed to provide their general overviews and details as well as goal statements of the domestic trade policies and regulations to all other members. It's sometimes even necessary to provide the evaluation effect of the policy implementations and regulations. The consultation with the WTO Secretariat staff and the answering to questions raised by other members deepens the international community's knowledge of China's trade policies and regulations. The periodic review of trade policy system itself is also good for producing stress to improve the transparency for domestic policies and regulations. It can also encourage reviewed members to ensure its policies' and regulations' transparency and to develop a transparent implementation process, which benefits the response to the next round of trade policy review.
b) Trade Policy Review plays a supervisory role. And it's not an additional obligation of the members.
The review process of WTO trade policy is mainly as follows: first, filing and issuing the reports from the WTO Secretariat and the policy statements from the reviewed members. Then, other members raise questions followed by a reply from the reviewed members. It reviews all aspects of All Trade Policies and Practices. The standard is "the impact of the multilateral trading system". 9 In short, trade policy review is collective discussion about whether domestic trade policy of the reviewed members keeps consistent with the WTO multilateral trade rules. Therefore, the reviewing process and the public release of all documents produce a certain pressure on the reviewed countries, where we see its role in monitoring. However, because of the "no intention to impose new policy commitments to all members" of this mechanism, 10 its oversight role is limited to understanding and awareness rather than making judgments on the merits of this basis. So they are not new obligations to the reviewed countries. On the other hand, trade policy review would lead to self -adjustments of the country's own trade policy to a certain extent. If the reviewed countries consider it necessary to make adjustment to those policy and regulatory issues raised by other members, they would make self-adjustment.
c) The Trade Policy Review provides a good platform.
During the trade policy review, the reviewed countries have to put all their trade policies and regulations on the table for other members to appraise. At the same time the reviewed countries must answer various questions about its trade policy raised by other members. This actually provides a good platform. The evaluation of trade policy can be divided into three cases: First, the trade policy with full compliance with multilateral trade rules; Second, the trade policy unclear to other members; Third, there are certain problems in the consistence between the existing trade policy and the multilateral trade rules. In the first case, a good evaluation is a symbol of recognition of the reviewed countries' efforts. It plays a role in encouraging and promoting the countries to adjust the domestic trade policies. For the second case, the Trade Policy Review Mechanism offers a good opportunity for members to explain their trade policy. They can make the objectives of their policies and regulations, the content and the consistency with multilateral rules known to other members through explanation, which could eliminate potential misunderstandings. For the third case, the members could clearly know the concerns of the other countries. They can also see the understandings from different perspectives. It's also beneficial to self-evaluation and improvement of future. During the three reviews, China helped to avoid misunderstandings through replies to massive questions and explanations to the confusions. Also it has adjusted those policies and regulations that need further improvement. For example, as for enforcement of intellectual property protection issues and services liberalization, China has carried out certain adjustments after reviewing. home. WTO Trade Policy Review covers a wide range. It will involve more than one domestic sector in each review. In addition to the Ministry of Commerce, the NDRC, the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Industry, the State Council, the SASAC, over 20 other ministries are included. Not only is it necessary to clarify the divided functions of various departments, but also the intersection of department policies and regulations needs to be coordinated. Therefore, government departments can strengthen mutual understandings and cooperation as well as promoting coordination by using the platform consulting with WTO Secretariat and replying questions during the review process. It contributes to a unified implementation of domestic trade policies. 
